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Abstract— Health is one of the most integral parts of human 

life. Health has been one of the most widely researched 

topics ever since the dawn of mankind and it has been 

improved to a large degree through the implementation of 

the technological advancements made by humans. 

Technology has been utilized to make it easier for doctors to 

diagnose and treat a certain patient with the utmost accuracy 

and of the diagnosis. For this purpose, most of the 

developed nations utilize the Public Health Records or the 

PHR platform that records the medical history of the patient 

along with the various treatments offered to the patient. This 

helps streamline the approach and mitigate the effects of the 

disease. The problem arises when the patient goes to a new 

doctor or a medical institute, where his/her data is not 

present. For this purpose, the doctor is facilitated with the 

data vendors that provide the data to the doctor according to 

the parameters by the doctor. But due to the personal nature 

of the records and the lack of trust between the Data vendor 

and the data provider it becomes a difficult task. Therefore, 

the proposed methodology outlines an effective and secure 

approach towards the sharing of the PHR data through the 

utilization of the blockchain platform. The proposed 

methodology utilizes Linear clustering and Fuzzy Artificial 

Neural Networks along with the Distribution Factor 

Estimation for effective and secure implementation of the 

access control mechanism for the PHR Data. 

Keywords: Fuzzy ANN, Access Control Mechanism, Block 

Chains, Distribution Factor Estimation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The diagnosis of the patients is done very differently in 

different countries and continents. Most of the developed 

countries have better Healthcare systems for medical care 

and diagnosis techniques that are different from the 

developing countries. This is because the developed 

countries have a lot more funding and have established a 

system before the developing countries could have a try at it. 

This difference is highly noticeable in the number of 

successful treatment of patients that differs from developing 

countries to the developed countries. The Healthcare system 

has grown leaps and bounds in recent years and has 

achieved significant advances due to the introduction of 

Technology. 

In most developed countries the process of 

diagnosis is highly different from the process that is 

followed in the developing countries. In the developing 

countries as a patient comes to the doctor with a set of 

symptoms the doctor analyses the symptoms along with 

various other parameters. After the doctor’s analysis, the 

symptoms are compared with the standard symptoms that 

are experienced in different illnesses.  

If most of the symptoms confirm a particular 

illness then that disease is diagnosed through even more 

testing and other procedures. But most of the time the 

procedure is not straight forward due to various 

communication inconsistencies between the patient and the 

doctor as well as the overlap of symptoms between two 

different diseases. In such a scenario the doctor employs the 

use of the trial and error technique. The doctor then tries to 

read the patient for one disease and wait for the outcome if 

that comes out as negative then the other treatment is 

considered.  this procedure is lengthy and convoluted which 

leads to a lot of suffering and pain for the patient. 

The treatment of patients is done differently in 

developed countries. The developed countries do not utilize 

the trial and error method due to the various inconsistencies 

and problems with the technique. Instead, the developed 

countries and their various medical Institutions depend upon 

the records of the treatments offered area to the other 

patients called personal health records or PHR. 

 The personal health records are records of patients and their 

various symptoms that have been identified and treated 

successfully in the past. Every Medical Institute has a record 

of the treatment offered to their patients in their systems. in 

this system when a patient comes to the doctor with their 

symptoms the doctor analyses the symptoms and then 

references it with the vital statistics of the patient in their 

PHR database.  

This allows the doctor to skip the trial and error 

technique and directly work with the treatment that has been 

proven to effectively treat the symptoms before. This 

eliminates the extra steps and the excessive pain and 

suffering that the patient has to go through to successfully 

diagnose their ailment. 

Even though the PHR system is Highly Effective 

and a useful alternative to the trial and error technique there 

are some drawbacks associated with this paradigm. As the 

PHR data is highly sensitive since it contains highly 

personally identifiable information about individuals. 

On the other hand, various data mining artificial 

intelligence methodologies need a lot of previous data to 

have an effective functionality for prediction and various 

analyses. The problem is aggravated by the fact that the data 

stakeholders are responsible for the storage and collection of 

data to utilize in various artificial intelligence and machine 

learning applications. These data stakeholders are not as 

trustworthy which requires extensive security management 

for enabling data sharing otherwise the lack of data various 

machine learning systems would deplete and starve. 

Therefore, there is an urgent need for an effective 

access control mechanism that would allow an improvement 

in the security and preservation of sensitive information in 

public health records. Therefore, for this purpose one of the 

best candidates are the implementation of the blockchain 

distributed network along with linear clustering and fuzzy 

ANN supported by the random forest classification.  
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The linear clustering mechanism utilizes the 

preprocessed data to easily and linearly cluster data that can 

be given as input to the fuzzy ANN module. The Fuzzy 

ANN paradigm combines artificial neural networks along 

with fuzzy control systems. This allows the best of both 

worlds approach where the renal networks which are based 

on the human nervous system supplement the fuzzy systems 

which are simple in implementation and interpretation. The 

artificial neural networks allow the system to learn or train 

along with the Fuzzy system which enables a fine-tune 

control over the neural networks. 

After the processing of the data by the Fuzzy ANN 

system which recognizes if there is any kind of tampering 

for modification in the data that has been done by the data 

vendor of the stakeholders, it is then given to the random 

forest classifier to classify the output and achieve secure 

access control.  

The random forest system is designed based on the 

decision tree. The Random Forest is one of the simplest and 

Powerful classifying algorithms that can effectively 

segregate the data into various labels. The random forest can 

be imagined as nothing but a collection of a large number of 

decision trees. Therefore, the application of the random 

forest algorithm along with the fuzzy ANN achieves a 

secure and watertight access control mechanism to share 

Public Health record data easily. 

The Section 2 of this research article is written for 

the Literature survey that is being performed on the past 

research work of many renowned authors. The 

methodological details of the proposed model are narrated in 

the section 3. The obtained results of the proposed model is 

evaluated in the section 4. And finally the section 5 

represents the conclusion and future scope. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

W. Dai [1] explains it is very crucial to handle a large 

amount of data. In recent years the exchange of datasets data 

trading platforms known for the data exchange. To ensure 

the security of data during transactions they have the design 

of a new set of protocols for the proposed data trading 

ecosystem and also a novel blockchain-based data trading 

ecosystem, Secure Blockchain-based Data Trading 

Ecosystem has been designed. As there is large data security 

of this data is also the main issue to protect the data from the 

attack such as   DOS attack, single malicious buyer, 

malicious nodes, single malicious seller, collusion between 

the two malicious roles. The proposed paper secures the data 

trading platform (SDTP). 

G. Magyar [2] expresses health information 

systems hold the data of the individual patients in a huge 

archive of health information. Health care data manipulation 

is a problem in the current scenario. Many times, patients’ 

complaints that there are unspecified data in the central 

registries controvert their memories about symptoms, 

findings, and therapies. In health care system data is one of 

the most valuable assets. Thus, the proposed paper 

introduced new technology to resolve a vital problem of 

accessing data without endangering personal privacy. It 

opens new opportunities for automatic personal monitoring 

devices. 

Dr. M. Kumar [3] describes the day to day life is 

heavily dependent on it and hence it’s safe and secure 

functioning becomes very crucial. To keep any organization 

safe and secure network monitoring and log auditing plays a 

very important role. It helps the administrator to identify the 

complex attack pattern and the attacker’s strategy it also 

helps discover many loop-holes in networks. Blockchain 

technology will assist to create tamper-proof audit logs. It 

not only gives a safe log storage platform for a long time. 

The four major functional components in the system log 

generators devices, local log server, log monitoring client, 

logging cloud server. 

Z. Guan [4] explains the speedy development of 

computer and information technology. Data trading 

platforms roughly categorized into two groups: general data 

platforms and specialized data platforms. Data 

crowdsourcing is data trading from the perspective of profit-

driven mobile crowdsensing. Data pricing investigated 

pricing mechanisms for data markets, enabling automatic 

pricing for data queries. Blockchain has many attractive 

advantages, so it has been widely applied in many areas: 

cryptocurrency, finance, and notary, etc. The proposed paper 

results show that they are highly efficient in trading data. 

M. Chowdhury [5] narrates online social networks 

(e.g., Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn) have revolutionized 

the individual’s attitude towards data sharing. Thus, the 

blockchain technology provides secure cryptographic 

methods to store data that cannot be edited by another outfit 

in the blockchain network. The proposed technique is to 

provide the authenticity of the sharing of documents using 

blockchain technology. The architecture of the proposed 

paper contains chain data storage, consortium blockchain. 

The blockchain provides the durability to the data in storing 

data. As the PDS build system mainly distributes with 

personal data, therefore data subject is concerned about the 

real identity of the data consumer. 

M. Shen [6] presents machine learning (ML) 

methods have been rapidly used in many smart city sectors, 

where a huge amount of data is gathered from various IoT 

devices. Much of the researches depends on the assumption 

that the training data.  

The space between ideal assumptions and realistic 

constraints is filled in the proposed paper. Smart cities 

absorb more and more advanced Internet-of-Things (IoT) 

infrastructures in recent years. Due to IoT a huge amount of 

data gathered from various devices. To allow the sharing of 

tamper-proof records among multiple parties distributed 

filing system blockchain is used. Extensive experiments 

reveal the efficiency of the proposed paper 

U. Uchibeke [7] proposes a new big data solution is 

built on Cloud Computing Technology. The time of the big 

data has opened opportunities that were not available before. 

Cloud computing provides significant benefits, such as cost-

effective and reliable, scalable and distributed computing. In 

the proposed paper a decentralized security system based on 

the private and permissioned using access control 

management. The problem with traditional and centralized 

access control and ensuring of data transparency is solved 

by the Hyperledger blockchain concept. 

S. Ramamoorthy [8] elaborates on the blockchain it 

is based on the cloud data management model that will 
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supply the secure data and service access. It utilized in both 

public and private cloud infrastructure to ensure data 

security. Blockchain can be defined as it connects every 

other node in the network through chains as a link between 

other nodes. 

There are many security level management 

functions there are community cloud data management, 

ensure data privacy and security, open decentralized ledgers, 

monitoring and tracking the service history, group approval 

for data access and modification, updates reflect in the 

global table, digital dispute ensure data authenticity, native 

platform management. Thus, the blockchains allow the user 

to trace back the malicious data access and modifications. 

W. Liang [9] expresses there is a lot of research 

made on blockchain data transmission but it has low 

security, the high management cost of the trading center, 

and big difficulty in supervision. To solve this issue the 

author provides the solution of a secure Fabric blockchain-

based data transmission technique for industrial IoT. The 

transmission and storage of a distributed network database 

were the main topics of the previous blockchain researches. 

Now blockchain technology mainly focuses on the fields of 

finance, and energy also includes Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple, 

and Fabric. 

P. Urien [10] provides a solution to the double-

spending problem using a node-to-node distributed 

timestamp server to create a computational proof of the 

chronological order of transactions. Transactions, Block 

mining, Distributed Ledger are the main three pillars of the 

blockchain concept. Thus, to solve the trust issues a double 

TL concept in which a secure element hosted in a RACS 

server runs its own TLS server stack. Thus, the proposed 

paper evaluates the benefits of blockchain technology for 

IoT services. 

C. Cai [11] came with unique challenges compared 

with traditional applications such as developing 

decentralized applications on top of blockchain poses. The 

blockchain technologies as has great potential in enabling a 

wealth of decentralized applications the main aim of the 

proposed methodology is to designing and implementing 

secure DApps, and analyze the security concerns therein.  

As there are two major types of blockchain: public 

or permission-less, consortium or permissioned. Such public 

blockchain is recommended by services requiring the 

process/data logs to be publicly revealed for auditing. 

Trustworthy blockchain applications and systems can be 

used in their workplaces. 

S. Sharma [12] narrates the most promising and 

resourceful technologies of cloud infrastructure security is 

the blockchain technology. It is used to store, read and 

validate transactions in a distributed database system. In the 

proposed paper the blockchain is compared with comparing 

the various platforms on which blockchain can be used. 

Public or Decentralized, Private or Centralized, 

Permissioned, Permission less are the types of the 

blockchain. Smart Contracts, Digital Identity, Registry, IoT 

are the application of the blockchain. On the cloud, 

Blockchain enhanced security specifically availability and 

integrity of data. 

 

X. Zheng [13] explains tremendous development of 

mobile computing different types of mobile and wearable 

devices, such as smartphone, smartwatch, smart band, and 

smart glasses, etc. generates the lot huge data of personal 

health data by these devices.  

The proposed paper designed the three new roles 

Users to produce, upload and share (sell) personal health 

data, Key keepers to as the data is uploaded by the user and 

release the keys to customers when a transaction is approved 

private keys to decrypting is provided. Customer to buy user 

data and provide monetary or service rewards. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Fig. 1: Proposed model System Overview 

The proposed methodology to implement a secure 

and tamper-proof access control mechanism for enabling the 

sharing of Public Health Records is achieved through the 

use of the blockchain framework which has been depicted in 

figure 1 given above. The mechanism of the procedure to 

achieve the proposed system is outlined in the steps given 

below.  

A. Step 1: Data Seeking and Data preprocessing – 

This is the first step in the proposed methodology that is 

utilized by the doctor in a medical institution. When the 

doctor encounters a patient with conflicting symptoms that 

are being exhibited. And the doctor needs to refer to the 

previous records of the treatments offered to this patient to 

achieve an effective diagnosis.   

For this purpose, the doctor fires a query to the 

proposed system with the attributes of the patient along with 

the symptoms that are being experienced by the patient. The 

Query is received by the vendor and thereafter passed to the 

Data Provider. The query should be processed before being 

subjected to the system as there might be some amount of 

redundant data in the query. Therefore, the preprocessing in 

this approach is performed in the following steps.  

1) Special Symbol Removal – 

There are a variety of symbols that are utilized to provide a 

grammatical structure to a sentence in the English language 
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such as !,?,., etc. These symbols are not as useful as they do 

not need to be present in a query and are removed.  

2) Tokenization –  

Tokenization is one of the useful processes is utilized to 

achieve significant improvements in the processing time of 

the query. This procedure creates a well-indexed string that 

can be used for later conversion into an array list for easy 

processing.   

3) Stopword Removal –  

The English language contains a set of words that are used 

specifically to provide an effective and easy to read and 

listen structure to the sentence. These words are called 

stopwords that are extensively used in spoken English 

language but are not as useful in changing the actual 

meaning of the sentence. Therefore, such words are 

eliminated to reduce the length of the query string.  

For example, the phrase “ going to sleep” is 

processed by the preprocessing module. The stopwords here 

are “to” which will be removed and changed into “ going 

sleep”. This illustrates that the stopwords removal process 

does not change the semantics of the sentence.  

4) Stemming –  

Stemming is the procedure through which the English word 

is reduced to its root form. There is a very less semantic 

difference in the different forms of the same word therefore 

in this approach the word is preprocessed by the stemming 

procedure to reduce the length of the string.  

For example, speaking will be changed to speak 

after substring “ing” is eliminated and replaced with an 

empty character in its place. The difference between 

sleeping and sleep is only the tense which is not considered 

in the query to be a large difference.  

B. Step2: Linear Clustering –  

For the purpose of achieving the clustering, prerequisite data 

is required for the machine learning applications to perform 

their operations. Therefore, the dataset is obtained by 

downloading from this URL, 

https://data.world/arvin6/medical-records-10-yrs.  

The PHR dataset obtained from the URL given 

above contains the public health records of the patients 

along with the vital parameters of the patient such as their 

sex, age, etc. along with the treatment offered to that patient. 

The soapnotes column in the dataset denotes the treatment 

and the pointer offered by the doctor while diagnosing the 

patient. The data seeker when passes the query is processed 

using this soapnotes attributes for the treatment. The 

encounter id and the count to query for the results is then 

subsequently stored in a double dimension list.  

The Linear Clustering is then performed on the list 

created for the generation of the clusters, which is done 

through the steps detailed below. 

1) Distance Evaluation –  

The distance evaluation is performed for the count list 

previously created and the distance value is appended to the 

respective row. The distance is measured with respect to the 

other rows in the count list and their mean is then calculated 

and stored subsequently. The Euclidean distance equation 

given below is utilized for this purpose.  

𝐸𝐷 = √(𝑥1 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦2)2-------     (1) 

MED = ∑ ED𝑛
𝑘=0 /𝑛_____________ (2) 

Where  

x1, x2, y1, y2 are the values of the Rows. 

ED- Euclidean distance of a particular row 

MED = Mean Euclidean Distance 

n = Number of Rows 

2) Sorting –  

The resultant list generated after the distance evaluation is 

sorted using the bubble sort algorithm in the ascending 

order.  

3) Data Point Selection –  

Linear data points are selected from the sorted list obtained 

from the previous step that achieves the clusters using these 

data points.  

4) Centroid Evaluation –  

The centroid of the data points must be evaluated for the 

purpose of cluster creation which is calculated through the 

use of the Euclidean Distance.  

5) Boundary Evaluation –  

The boundaries of the clusters need to be evaluated for the 

purpose of cluster creation. These boundaries are 

determined through the use of the Euclidean distance 

generated in the previous step. The boundaries consist of a 

lower boundary as well as the upper boundary. The lower 

boundary is calculated by subtracting the centroid Euclidean 

distance with the mean Euclidean distance and the upper 

boundary is calculated by the addition of the mean 

Euclidean distance to the centroid distance. These obtained 

boundaries are then stored in a list for the use of cluster 

formation.  

6) Cluster Formation –  

The cluster formation is the final step in this linear 

clustering. All the required steps have been performed for 

cluster formation. This step just divides the rows into their 

respective clusters using the Euclidean distances obtained. 

The clusters obey the boundaries designated in the previous 

step along with the Euclidean distance through which the 

minimum and maximum values are obtained.  

The whole process of this cluster formation is 

depicted in the below mentiond algorithm 

_____________________________________________ 

Algorithm 1: Linear Clustering 

_______________________________________________ 

//Input : Sorted Distance  List SDL,  

// Input : Linear Distance Points Set LP ={ p1,p2,p3,p4,p5} 

// Input : Average Eulidean Distance AVD 

//Output:Cluster List CL 

1: Start 

3:    FOR i=0 to Size of LP 

2:           P=LP[i] 

3:           R= SDL[P] [ ROW LIST] 

4:            RD= R[RSIZE-1]    

5:            MIN=RD - AVD , MAX=RD + AVD 

6:            SGL=NULL [ Single Cluster]   

7:     FOR j=0 to Size of SDL 

8:                TL = SDL [j] [TL = Temporary List] 

9:                RD= TL [TL -1]    

10:              IF( RD > =MIN AND RD<=MAX ) 

11:              SGL= SGL+ TL 

11:          End FOR 

12:            CL= CL+ SGL 

16:          END For 
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17:  return CL 

18: Stop 

C. Step3: Distribution Factor Estimation –  

This step performs logarithmic operations on the clustered 

data pertaining to the query passed by the data seeker and 

the best cluster is selected from the collection. The positive 

clusters are marked with a P by the evaluation of the query 

match count if the count obtained is more than two the row 

is considered positive. 

The rest of the rows which are not designated as 

positive are assigned as N or the negative count. The 

number of negative clusters N can be calculated simply as 

(N =T-P). Where T is the total number of rows and P is the 

number of positive rows. The logarithmic evolution is 

performed through the use of equation 3. Based on this 

Logarithmic value the input to the Fuzzy ANN is estimated. 

The Fuzzy ANN input list consists of the logarithmic value 

that is obtained which ranges from 0 to 1 and then sorted in 

descending order into an array.   

LV= − 
𝑃

𝑇
log (

𝑃

𝑇
) − 

𝑁

𝑇
log (

𝑁

𝑇
)      __________ (3) 

D. Step 4: Access Control Mechanism through Fuzzy ANN:  

Fuzzy ANN list obtained by the previous step is utilized in 

this step for the purpose of implementing an effective access 

control mechanism. The top two clusters of the sorted list 

are selected as the best match to the query passed by the 

doctor and call them as fuzzy ANN input list. The two target 

variables are then extracted from the Fuzzy ANN list 

through the evaluation of the maximum and minimum 

values of the query count.  

Ten random weights are allocated namely, W1, 

W2, W3, W4, W5, W6, W7, W8, b1, b2, through the use of 

the Random class in a java programming language with the 

range from 0 to 1. The bias weights in this list are the b1 and 

b2 values.   

The Fuzzy ANN list is used for the calculation of 

the hidden layer for all of the rows using the equation given 

below. 

X= (AT1* W1) +(AT2*w2) +b1 _____ (4) 

HLV= 
1

(1+exp (−𝑋)
  _______ (5) 

Where, 

AT1 = Query matching count  

AT2 = Euclidean distance  

Equation 5 provides the sigmoid function of the Fuzzy ANN 

module. 

The error of the target variables is calculated using 

the target1 and target2 variables. The two variables achieved 

through this evaluation can be subsequently utilized for the 

calculation of the output layer. The output layer calculation 

also utilizes the weight entities in the measurement of the 

probability values through the use of the weight entities and 

the hidden values.  

The optimization achieved in this step is quite high 

as it allows the use of the best match rows for the 

implementation of the access control mechanism. The 

access control level for the clusters is then decided based on 

the various attributes and the prediction value frequency of 

the rows.  

The access control is achieved through the 

replacement of the selected attributes by empty or the use of 

symbols such as ‘*’ characters. The transformation of the 

data is necessary to be made before transferring it to the data 

vendor. The access control mechanism levels allow for the 

methodology to effectively modify the data before the 

transfer.  

E. Step 5: Blockchain –  

The implementation of the blockchain distributed 

framework is one of the most essential aspects of the 

proposed methodology that achieves the tamper-proof 

security of the access-controlled Public Health Record. The 

access-controlled data received from the previous step is the 

block and its hash key is then calculated through the 

utilization of the MD5 algorithm.  

The hash key generated for the access-controlled 

data is transferred to the Data vendor, before transferring the 

hash key a reduction is applied on the hash key to reducing 

the size of the key for easy transmission. The data vendor 

receives the hash key and then sends it further through an 

email to the data seeker that can use the hash key to input in 

the proposed system to gain access to the access-controlled 

data through the Blockchain Platform in a tamper-proof 

manner.  

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed system for implementation of an access 

control mechanism for the secure sharing of the Personal 

Health Record data is written in the java programming 

language by utilizing the NetBeans Integrated Development 

Environment. The proposed methodology has been 

developed on 3 laptops with a simple configuration such as 

the Intel Core i5 processor assisted by the 500GB in storage 

and 4GB of RAM. The database requirements are fulfilled 

by the MySQL database server and the network connections 

are achieved through the use of the D-Link WiFi router.  

The accuracy of execution of the presented 

technique is evaluated using the RMSE or the Root Mean 

Square Error. RMSE is considered as one of the best 

approaches in calculating the error rates of two correlated 

and continuous variables. The variables that are utilized for 

the performance metric evaluation of this methodology are, 

the number of access control required and the access control 

achieved. Equation 6 elaborated below is implemented to 

extract the Error rate.  

_ (6) 

 Where, 

∑   -  Summation 

(Zfi - Zoi )2   - Differences Squared for the summation in 

between the number of access control required and the 

access control achieved 

N - Number of samples or Trails 

 

Thorough execution of the proposed methodology is 

performed using the RMSE approach, and the results of the 

experiment are tabulated in Table 1 given below. 
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Table 1: Mean Square Error measurement 

Fig. 2: Comparison of MSE in between No of Actual Air 

pollution Index V/s No of Predicted Air Pollution Index 

The graph plotted in figure 2 and Table 1 above 

illustrates that the mean square error rate between the 

number of access control required and the access control 

achieved for the number of experiments performed with an 

intensive inspection. Each of the experiments consisted of 

ten trials. The values of MSE and RMSE measured through 

the results of the experimentation are 2.28 and 1.50 

respectively. The extracted RMSE values are measured for 

the implementation and the execution of the secure access 

control mechanism of the PHR data. The RMSE value 

measured indicates that the proposed methodology is highly 

effective and secure with the least amount of error.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

The health care platform benefits greatly from the 

introduction of the PHR or the Public Health Record 

technique as it enables increased efficiency in resolving the 

problems faced by the patient. This is highly useful as the 

patient usually suffers the problems of the disease for a long 

time which is highly painful and causes a lot of discomforts. 

The introduction of the PHR paradigm allows for an 

effective streamlining of the diagnosis process. The main 

issue with the PHR is the maintenance and the sharing of the 

PHR data. As long as the patient goes to a single medical 

institute or a particular family doctor, which is not always 

possible, So the concept of data sharing arises in the health 

sector. Therefore, for the purpose of sharing the PHR 

becomes highly useful and an important aspect for the 

implementation of the PHR. This is a problematic 

occurrence as the PHR contains a lot of personally 

identifiable and sensitive data that makes it highly difficult 

to share and hand over to a Data Vendor. Therefore, the 

proposed methodology for the implementation of an access 

control mechanism that can hide the sensitive information of 

the patient and allow for increased trust between the data 

provider and the Data vendors. The Linear clustering 

algorithm was utilized for the purpose of clustering the data 

along with the Fuzzy ANN and Distributed factor estimation 

on the Blockchain framework to provide a tamper-proof 

sharing of the PHR data. The proposed technique tested 

extensively and the experimental results confirmed the 

superiority of the presented technique over the conventional 

approaches using the Root mean square entity.   

For future research directions, the presented 

technique can be implemented as a mobile application with 

real-time data in a Hospital. The access control mechanism 

outlined in this approach can also be implemented in 

different disciplines such as Agriculture, Law, etc. 
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